THE EDUCATION OF STUDENTS
THE DIRECTION of the Medical in Medical DEPARTMENT OF PAM
In THE INSTITUTION OF THE FAMILY-MEDICINE
WITHIN THE RANGE THE OBJECT THE FAMILY-MEDICINE

The unit in which realized is syllabus the object:
The institution of the Family-Medicine
Podgórna street 22/23
70-205 Szczecin
Tel. (0-9) 48-00-868
The fax. (0-91) 48-00-869

p.o. The manager of the unit:
the doctor n. med. Anna Sałacka

The didactic tutor
Dr. n. Med. Iwona Hornowska

The hourly dimension of the object:
Together 105 hours, in this:
35 hours of seminars
70 hours of exercises

The didactics
The family-„medicine” course is getting for students of VI year of the Medical Department and VI year of English-speaking students in the dimension of 100 hours, in this: 30 hours of seminars and 70 hours of exercises. Occupations take place in the Clinic of the Family-Medicine, Podgórna Street 22/23 in offices of family doctors at the Institution of the Family-Medicine PAM (led are by academics engaged in the Institution of the Family-Medicine. Hands-on activities they embrace exclusively ambulatory patients.

The aim of the instruction
An aim of the instruction of the subject the Family-Medicine is the introduction of students of VI year of the Medical Department with the work of the family doctor and with rules of the kelter of the ambulant medical care. Detailed aims instructions contracted are on didactic of the Institution.

Themes of seminar
1. The specificity of the work of the doctor in the family-medicine office:
   • Duties and authorizations of the family doctor
   • The specificity of the medical (conditioned ambulant) diagnostics
1. The cooperation with the nurse and the family-midwife
2. The cooperation with specialistic information and hospitals
3. The cooperation with the social welfare.

2. Rules of the leadership of the medical records:
   - cards ill
   - the mode of the control on additional research, medical consultations, to the hospital, the sanatorium
   - the predication about the temporary disability
   - the predication about the constant of the disability - the mode of the control on The Medical Board Social Security
   - ascertaining of the death
   - the predication about the usefulness to the learning and the choice of the occupation
   - the paid holiday for the help of the health
   - allowances and performances in money paid on the ground aegrotats
   - the supply into aids protractedly ill (orthopaedic goods, etc.)

3. Problems of handicapped persons. The influence of chosen pathological behaviours on the state of health of the society (dependences, the force, the aggression)

4. The child care to healthy and ill in effect of the family doctor

5. The healthy child:
   - the price of the state of health of the child: general preventive medical examinations of children and young peoples,
   - preventive vaccinations.

6. The analysis of chosen clinical cases in effect of the family doctor.

**The program of exercises within the range the family-medicine**

During exercises students will get the feel of the following problems of the ambulant medical care under the inspection of the assistant:

1. The diagnostics and the treatment of most often sickness in the population of the age adult (eg.: hypertension disease, ischaemic heart disease, infections of upper air passages, protracted of POCHP, the asthma, the ulcerous disease of the stomach and duodena, the thyroidism, the pre-hospital-conduct in states of emergency of the life).
2. The diagnostics and the treatment of most often occurring sickness in the population of the development. (eg.: neonatal diseases - respiratory distress, pathological jaundices, oil-contagions, disturbances of the development, infections of upper and lower air passages, factors etiologic contagions of the respiratory system, the enteritis, urinary tract infection and other, the fever, poisonings, scalds.) age

3. The specificity of the work of the family-doctor in the family-information office

4. The prophylaxis in the family-information office

5. The medical records

6. The predication about disabilities and social authorizations

7. The cooperation with the drug-store

8. Practical skills
   - the diagnostics Electrocardiogram - the realization of the investigation and the interpretation of results
   - per rectum test
   - the otoscopic test of the visual acuity
   - the investigation of the top-expiratory flow with the camera Wright'a and the estimation of results

9. The health care over ill at home
   - household visits
   - the exercise of auxiliary research and endeavour at home
   - rules of the control to the hospice

Under of occupations in the office of the family doctor the student practically uses the knowledge which they have on earlier years of studies. Individually - under the direction of the assistant links the immediate contact with the patient, passes the investigation subjective and objective, places the initial diagnosis, proposes the diagnosis and the treatment, leads the medical records, writes out recipes.

The credit of the block from the family-medicine

1. The block from the family-medicine ends with the test (100 questions of the single choice)
2. After the end of occupations and to the credit of the test students receive the registration fee to the index.

3. A condition of the obtainment of the registration fee to the index is the performance of seminar-occupations, exercises, and receipts of the affirmative estimation from the final test-credit.

4. To the final test-credit can accede students after the performance of all occupations in the Institution.

   — Persons which did not perform occupations with their own group and did not embrace credits can perform occupations and to number the test with other group to the end of the semester wherein took place the occupation (not later however than before the end of the semester);

   — In the case not credits of the test the obliged student is to the oral credit to the end of the semester.

---

**The activity scientifically investigative of the Institution of the Family-Medicine**

1. The estimation of the efficiency of the pre-qualifying education of students within the range the family-medicine. The analysis of decisive factors about the choice of the specialization from the family-medicine and the estimation of the preparation to the work in the basic wholesome care in the opinion of students.

2. Problems of the ambulant medical care. Exercises of the family-medicine in the system of the health protection. Exercises of the family doctor in the prophylaxis of diseases of the circulatory system with particular reference to the arterial hypertension.

3. The settlement of chosen contents bioelements in the population of the development age and at grown-ups of the healthy population and in chosen sickness-units (individuals).

4. The part suplementacji with preparations of the magnesium in the reduction of the content of toxic metals in the organism and in chosen sickness.

5. Epidemiological research over the state of health of the population of the region with particular reference to diseases of children and young peoples schoolable.
Research over chosen factors genetic and clinical conditioning the efficiency and the safety of the treatment of lipidic disturbances by statines.

**Recommended manuals**
1. The family-medicine. J. Bożydar Łatkowski, In. Lukas. PZWL, Warsaw 2004
4. The paediatrics under the drafting Górnickiego Bolesława, Barbaras Dębiec and Jan Baszczyńskiego. PZWL, Warsaw, 2002 (the volume 1 and 2).

**Periodicals:**
1. „Family Medicine & Primary Care Review
2. “The Practical ”medicine
3. „The medicine after the Diploma”
4. „The paediatrics Poland,“
5. „Medical ”standards